LEADERSHIP IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Building a Sustainable Design Ethic

**ACTIONS**

- Through Readings, Guests and Films Emphasize Human Virtues
- Set the Stage for Respectful Dialogue
  - Active Listening
  - Humility
  - Authenticity
  - Integrity
  - Self-reflection
- Introduce Films and Readings with a Sustainable Design Focus
- Invite Guest Experts on Environmental Issues
- Work within a ‘Circle of Equity’ to Develop Fair Communication Practices
  - Breakdown Traditional Hierarchy
  - Place Students in a Leadership Role

**OUTCOMES**

- Heightened Student Awareness
- Strengthened Environmental Ethic
- Enhanced Written & Verbal Communication Skills
- Shift in Consumptive Attitudes
- Spokespersons for Ethical Environmental Design
- Sense of Global Environmental Purpose
- Enthusiasm for ‘Wicked Problems’
- Commitment to Public Service and Welfare

“You can never have an impact on society if you have not changed yourself.”
Nelson Mandela